AGI Congress/Open Paris 2017

17–22/09/2017

HOTELS
As this years’ congress will take place in venues in different areas of Paris we decided to concentrate our selection of hotels
in one neighbourhood: Faubourg Saint-Denis around the 10th district of Paris, conveniently close to a large number of
restaurants and bars. All of the hotels in our selection will provide a discount for AGI members.

HOTELS RECOMMENDED FOR SPEAKERS
Hôtel Grand Amour
hotelamourparis.fr
41 rooms. Always busy with an arty and international crowd who fill the stylish rooms and the sprawling downstairs
restaurant and bar. Le Petit Amour bar opposite picks up the overflow.
15% discount on the standard rates. Email your request to grandamour@hotelamourparis.fr with the code: AGI PARIS.
18, rue de la Fidélité
75010 Paris
T +33 1 44 16 03 30
grandamour@hotelamourparis.fr
metro lines 4, 5, 7 / Gare de l’Est
price range: 135-240 euros per night

Hôtel Paradis
hotelparadisparis.com
38 rooms. A relaxed boutique hotel with a contemporary design inspired by the industrial heritage of the neighbourhood.
10% discount on the standard rates. Email your request to hotel@hotelparadisparis.com with the code: AGI PARIS.
41, rue des Petites Écuries
75010 Paris
T +33 1 45 23 08 22
hotel@hotelparadisparis.com
metro lines 8, 9 / Bonne Nouvelle
metro line 7 / Poissonnière
price range: 170-250 euros per night

Hôtel National des Arts & Métiers
hotelnational.paris/en/
70 rooms. Hidden behind a classic Haussmannian facade, this environmentally friendly new hotel strikes a balance between
innovation and artisanship, bringing the timeless tradition of French craftsmanship into the 21st century. It features two
restaurants, a cocktail bar plus a rooftop bar with views over le Sacré-Coeur and the Centre Pompidou.
25% off the best rate. Use the code: AGIOPEN when reserving via the website hotelnational.paris.
243, rue Saint-Martin
75003 Paris
T +33 1 81 66 47 00
contact@hotelbachaumont.com
metro line 4 / Réaumur-Sébastopol
price range: 200-350 euros per night
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HOTELS CLOSE TO THE SPEAKERS’ HOTELS
Hôtel Providence
hotelprovidenceparis.com
18 rooms. Located on an atmospheric Parisian side-street, this boutique hotel channels a cosy 19th-century gentleman’s club
vibe. The ground-floor restaurant and cocktail bar, with plenty of tables on the street, are destinations in themselves.
15% discount (breakfast included). Call reception +33 1 46 34 34 04 or email reception@hotelprovidenceparis.com with
the code: AGI.
90, rue René Boulanger
75010 Paris
T +33 1 46 34 34 04
reception@hotelprovidenceparis.com
metro lines 4, 8, 9 / Strasbourg-Saint-Denis
price range: 180-300 euros per night

The Hoxton
thehoxton.com/paris/coming-soon
172 rooms. The tested and approved “unique sleep, eat, work and play experience” from London and Amsterdam has just
opened in Paris, and translates to cool cosmopolitan design and plenty of restaurant and bar spaces for creative types.
Book before 23 July with the code: AGI PARIS to receive a special discount. Call +33 1 85 65 75 00, or email: Groups.Paris@
thehox.com.
30-32, rue du Sentier
75002 Paris
T +33 1 85 65 75 00
hello.paris@thehox.com
metro lines 8, 9 / Bonne Nouvelle
price range: 269-499 euros per night

Hôtel du Temps
hotel-du-temps.fr
23 rooms. An intimate little hotel with a creative, contemporary décor in tune with the Art Déco building.
The charming ground-floor bar is a good spot for a coffee or a drink from 6pm.
10% discount on a standard double room. Call reception +33 1 47 70 37 16 or email reservation@hotel-du-temps.fr with
the code: AGI.
11, rue de Montholon
75009 Paris
T +33 1 47 70 37 16
contact@hotel-du-temps.fr
metro line 7 / Poissonnière
price range: 195-215 euros per night
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HOTELS FURTHER AFIELD (PIGALLE AREA)
Hôtel Amour
hotelamourparis.fr
24 rooms. The city’s pioneering boutique hotel is still a favourite a decade on.
Like its younger sister the Grand Amour, it’s always busy, always fun. A place with soul.
15% discount on the standard rates. Email your request to amour@hotelamourparis.fr with the code: AGI PARIS.
8, rue de Navarin
75009 Paris
T +33 1 48 78 31 80
amour@hotelamourparis.fr
metro lines 12 / Saint-Georges
metro line 2, 12 / Pigalle
price range: 195-225 euros per night

Hôtel Grand Pigalle
grandpigalle.com
A “bed and beverage” in the heart of Pigalle. The mini-bar is stocked with top-shelf spirits, plus pre-mixed cocktails.
The downstairs bar and restaurant have a focus on Italian wine and food.
Discount code soon to come.
29, rue Victor Massé
75009 Paris
T +33 1 85 73 12 00
info@grandpigalle.com
metro lines 2, 12 / Pigalle
price range: 169-325 euros per night

Hôtel Le Pigalle
lepigalle.paris
Devoted to the bohemian spirit of the neighbourhood, the hotel also features an all-day bar and restaurant serving
a concoction of flavours as cosmopolitan as Pigalle itself.
10% off the best rate (breakfast included). Contact Djazia Mokri djazia@lepigalle.paris with the code: AGI Paris.
9, rue Frochot
75009 Paris
T +33 1 48 78 37 14
welcome@lepigalle.paris
metro line 12 / Pigalle
metro line 2 / Pigalle
price range: 166-298 euros per night
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1. Hôtel Grand Amour
2. Hôtel Paradis
3. Hôtel National des Arts & Métiers
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6. Hôtel du Temps
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9. Hôtel Le Pigalle
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